Simple Secure Email
DataMotion’s SecureMail is a service that protects all of the important information flowing between you, your business partners, and your clients, while at the same time making life easier for everyone. From the moment you send an email until your mail is delivered, sensitive messages and files are fully protected. It’s simple. It’s fast. It’s smart. SecureMail is perfect for any size organization.

Compliance without Complication
Secure email is a legal requirement for those who must comply with privacy regulations like HIPAA, HITECH, and PCI. SecureMail achieves compliance without complication. It protects all of your sensitive messages with military-grade encryption, and it gives customers assurance that their private information is being handled with care. Securely send messages and files and get instant confirmation when they have arrived safely.

Messages are sent securely automatically, company-wide, when the SecureMail Gateway identifies an exact match with your security policies. While desktop-only email solutions provide encryption tools, they rely solely on the sender to determine if a message contains sensitive information. Policy-based content filtering provides an essential safety net. DataMotion’s SecureMail Gateway automatically detects sensitive information that has been sent as outbound email and routes it for secure delivery. This frees your employees from worrying about the do’s and don’ts of email compliance and ensures strict policy enforcement across the entire organization.

Smarter Security for Intelligent Compliance
The SecureMail Gateway adds an important level of intelligence to its decision making. In addition to pattern matching techniques, SecureMail Gateway can also leverage your in-house data to route mail for encryption. For instance, SecureMail Gateway can scan for specific customer account numbers or specific keywords within the message to determine sensitivity. As you update your data in an external file, the compliance filter automatically updates as well, ensuring that your email and attachments are always scanned against the most recent data. You also have the option to inform the sender that the email was sent securely, raising security awareness throughout your organization.

“Our risk exposure is significantly reduced by extending DataMotion SecureMail technology to all of our employees. We are now assured through the robust rules in the gateway that all sensitive employee emails are encrypted and in compliance with the HIPAA and HITECH regulations.”
– ArchCare
BUSINESS BENEFITS

- Compliance: Minimize exposure to regulatory violations, litigation and penalties.
- Trustworthy communication with your customers and partners: With robust encryption and easily-tracked delivery paths, you can send sensitive information with confidence.
- Cost Containment: Cut costs of faxes, printing, postage, and courier services.
- Better Control: Messages are monitored, tracked and reported on every step of the way.
- Simplicity: Have all your users securely exchanging information within hours.

FEATURES

- Built-in tracking and auditing for messages
- Automatic account provisioning
- Simple to use encryption - No PKI necessary
- Cobranded portal
- Recipient initiated secure messaging
- HTML and CSV Reporting
- Push delivery of password-protected messages or files directly to recipient inbox
- Multiple deployment options for end users

SECUREMAIL GATEWAY FEATURES

- Custom data matching
- Industry-specific lexicon rules
- Regular Expression rules
- Scans over 300 different attachment types for sensitive or regulated content
- Decrypted inbound secure email delivery
- Up and running within a day
- Inbound filtering

Addtional Technical Specifications

- Industry standard encryption: AES-256, TLS, SSL
- SMTP with TLS support for Gateway
- Compatible with Email Archiving Systems
- Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, Chrome and Opera Support
- Outlook 2007/2010/2013, Lotus Notes, GroupWise support
- Integrates with Office 365 and Google Apps™ Service
- Native support on iPhone, android and other mobile devices
- Integrates with Citrix
- Nothing to install for recipients
- 100 MB default message size (expandable to 2GB)
- 500 MB default mailbox size (expandable to 10GB)
- 30 day default message expiration (upgradable)
- SSAE 16, SAS 70 Type II Certified Data Center

Send Secure Email

Note: This is the customer data file you requested for the outbound marketing program you are designing.
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